COMSAT... working in space for the needs of today and tomorrow.

For COMSAT . . . what many view as futuristic is already part of our everyday business and plans. We offer:

- **ORGANIZATION OF THE FUTURE**—a private corporation working directly with governments, at home and worldwide.
- **GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS OF THE FUTURE**—satellite communications systems serving over 100 countries and some 400 ships at sea.
- **OFFICE OF THE FUTURE**—a partnership venture brings video conferencing, electronic intra-company mail transfer, information and more, via satellite to business and government.
- **FACTORY OF THE FUTURE**—computer-aided design and manufacturing services and systems.
- **HOME OF THE FUTURE**—planned home entertainment through direct satellite relay.
- **NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OF THE FUTURE**—advanced satellite technology to provide natural resource management through practical conservation and environmental programs.
- **RESEARCH OF THE FUTURE**—advanced R&D facilities offering the latest in communications product technology.

Our rapid expansion has created career openings in such diversified engineering disciplines as spacecraft design, signal processing, power systems, scientific software development and RF systems.

We offer excellent salaries and benefits, as well as the challenge of being in the forefront of high technology.

If you are interested in working with us, send your resume to:
Senior Employment Representative, Department 81-3RC, COMSAT, 950 L’Enfant Plaza, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20024.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.